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Who stops the 
"civil brawl" 
between the 
Montagues and 
Capulets in Act 
1, Scene 1?

Why is Romeo 
appear to be 
gloomy in the 
beginning of Act 
1?

"Let two more 
summers wither 
in their pride /  
Ere we may 
think her ripe to 
be a bride."

"I'll look to like if 
looking liking 
move..."

What does this 
character mean 
by the 
statement, "I'll 
look to like if 
looking liking 
move"?

"I fear too early, 
for my mind 
misgives/ Some 
consequence 
hanging in the 
stars/ Shall 
bitterly begin his 
fearful date"

"I would not for 
the wealth of all 
this town/ Here 
in my house do 
him 
disparagement"

"My only love 
sprung from my 
only hate! Too 
early seen 
unknown, and 
known too late!"

Which of the 
following is 
NOT a 
metaphor 
Romeo uses 
when speaking 
of Juliet in Act 
2, Scene 2? 

In Act 2, Scene 
3, what's 
significant about 
Friar 
Lawrence's line, 
"Go wisely and 
slow. They 
stumble that run 
fast..."? 

In Act 2, Scene 
4, why has the 
Nurse come to 
see Romeo?

In Act 2, Scene 
5, why does 
Juliet get 
frustrated with 
Nurse?

What is 
thematically 
significant about 
Friar 
Lawrence's 
speech to 
Romeo and 
Juliet? In other 
words, how 
does this 
speech 
foreshadow 
and/or highlight 
the play's 
message(s)?

ANSWERS: Prince

He is unhappy, 
melancholy that 
his love, 
Rosaline, does 
not return his 
love.

Capulet Juliet

Juliet says this 
after her mother 
and Nurse 
suggest that 
she attempt to 
find things she 
likes in Paris. 
She responds 
vaguely that 
she will only 
look to like him 
if he's worth 
liking.

My dreams are 
making me fear 
too early. There 
is some 
ominous fate 
waiting for me 
by entering this 
party tonight.

Capulet to 
Tybalt

I am in only with 
my enemy. I've 
loved him 
before I knew 
who he was.

the moon

Lawrence is a 
wise figure that 
feels Romeo is 
moving to 
quickly and 
because of this, 
there will be 
consequences 
to his actions. 

She comes to 
see Romeo to 
find out the 
marriage plan.

Nurse is taking 
her time in 
sharing the 
news of 
Romeo's 
intentions and 
plan.

This speech is 
significant 
because it 
highlights the 
lovers' problem 
of rushing too 
passionately 
into love. Also, 
it foreshadows 
their demise 
due to both their 
actions and the 
unavoidability of 
fate.

7 Prince

Romeo appears 
to be gloomy in 
the beginning of 
Act 1 because 
he is in love 
with a girl who 
doesn't love him 
back.

Capulet Juliet

The speaker of 
this sentence 
(Juliet) was 
talking about 
Paris and how 
she'll look at 
him and his 
features, and 
look to possibly 
like him, but she 
can't promise 
anything. 

I'm too young to 
be worried 
about my mind. 
Some 
consequences 
aren't my fault, 
and I can't 
control them at 
times. This is 
gonna start the 
beginning of the 
end of my story. 

Capulet to 
Tybalt

Juliet says that 
the boy she 
loves was born 
by her family's 
enemies. It was 
too early to 
realize it, and 
she realized he 
was a 
Montague too 
late. 

None of the 
Above

What is 
significant about 
this quote by 
Friar Lawrence 
is that he tells 
Romeo and 
Juliet to move 
slowly with 
marriage, and 
foreshadows 
whats gonna 
happen to them 
in the end, their 
deaths. 

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

Juliet gets 
frustrated with 
nurse because 
she wants to 
know what 
Romeo said to 
the nurse, but 
she was 
hurting, and 
was tired, and 
Juliet was 
anxious to know 
what Romeo 
said. 

This quote 
foreshadows 
Romeo and 
Juliet's deaths 
because it says 
"These violent 
delights have 
violent ends". 
This means all 
good things 
come to an end, 
and to love 
slowly, and 
carefully, 
because it could 
all result in 
something bad. 
This explains 
the theme of the 
book because it 
shows how 
violent delights 
come to an end, 
and shows 
whats going to 
happen to 
Romeo and 
Juliet. 

11/13

1 Benvolio

he loves a girl 
named Rosiline, 
but she doesn't 
love him back.

Capulet Juliet

they mean that 
if they like 
someone's 
looks, they'll like 
them.

he says that 
some 
consequences 
will start 
something bad.

Capulet to 
Tybalt

She's saying 
that she loves a 
man who is her 
enemy, and she 
already fell for 
him.

an angel

He is 
foreshadowing 
that Romeo is 
too hasty, and it 
won't end well.

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

Nurse is 
stalling, and 
Juliet is dying to 
hear what 
romeo said.

he's saying that 
the intensity of 
their marriage 
will have an 
intense end, so 
he tells them to 
love each other 
moderately, and 
to pace 
themselves. 

8.5/13



3 Prince

This is because 
Romeo loves a 
girl (Rosaline) 
but she doesn't 
love him back.
Romeo is sad 
because he 
wants to receive 
some sort of 
affection for a 
girl that he 
adores.

Capulet Juliet

The character 
means that if 
she likes Paris, 
she will be with 
him. But if she 
doesn't like him, 
she will forget 
about him, and 
keep looking at 
her options.

Romeo says 
that his mind 
thinks about 
something from 
up above, will 
bring it's wrath 
and power onto 
him. (This 
shows that 
Romeo is very 
unsteady in 
mind at this 
point)

Juliet

Juliet is saying 
that her only 
love is someone 
who she usually 
wouldn't talk to 
because the 
sides of both 
families are at 
each others 
throats. She 
also says that it 
might work, but 
if it is, it better 
get started soon 
before someone 
finds about 
Romeo and 
Juliet 
conversing to 
each other.

the moon

He says that if 
Romeo and 
Juliet rush 
through love, it 
more or less, 
won't work. This 
would be a 
result of rushing 
or forcing love. 
Friar Lawrence 
also believes 
that Romeo 
should wait for 
the love to 
develop, 
instead of 
rushing it. 

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

She gets upset 
because Nurse 
takes a long 
time to deliver 
the news to her. 
Juliet also 
criticizes Nurse 
for being so old, 
slow, and 
unappreciative 
about love. This 
makes Juliet 
very upset, and 
extremely ancy.

He shows that 
they might love 
each other now, 
but them loving 
each other, 
"might" lead to 
the destruction 
of both of them. 
This is present 
in Juliet 
considering got 
go with Romeo 
because then 
she would loose 
all her fame, 
wealth, and 
position as 
Capulet's 
daughter. Also, 
this 
foreshadows 
that if they take 
it to fast or too 
slow, it can lead 
to both of their 
destruction. 
This highlights 
the message 
that you need to 
let love develop 
instead of 
prolonging it or 
rushing through 
it. 

PS: Friar 
Lawrence 
hopes that if 
they listen to 
this message, 
Romeo and 
Juliet might be 
able to loosen 
the feud 
between the 
two warring 
families.

11/13

4 Prince

Romeo is 
gloomy at the 
beginning of Act 
1 because he 
loves Rosaline, 
but she doesn't 
love him back.

Capulet Juliet

Juliet is saying 
she will look at 
Paris to see if 
she likes him, 
but if she 
doesn't like 
what she sees 
she won't like 
him.

I fear for my 
mind gave me a 
thought that 
something up 
above is going 
to be bad and 
come down 
upon us.

Capulet and to 
Tybalt

My only love is 
someone i'm 
supposed to 
hate! It was too 
early that I 
didn't know and 
too late for me 
to find out.

an angel

He gives them a 
sense of 
foreshadowing 
and a very good 
piece  of advice 
not to love each 
other too 
quickly and too 
much.

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

Juliet gets 
frustrated with 
Nurse because 
Juliet is really 
anxious to get 
the info about 
Romeo's 
decision, but 
Nurse keeps 
complaining 
about how tired 
she is and how 
her muscles 
ache.

It foreshadows 
how Romeo 
and Juliet will 
love each other 
too quickly and 
too much. 
Therefore, their 
marriage will 
lead to a violent 
end.

12/13



9 Prince

Romeo appears 
to be gloomy, 
because his 
lover Rosaline 
does not love 
him, he is in 
depression, 

Capulet Juliet

If juliet likes the 
man, she will be 
into marriage, 
but if it is 
someone who 
she does not 
like, she is 
against 
marriage.

Romeo is 
saying that he 
has been up all 
night thinking 
about Rosaline, 
he even looks 
at the stars, but 
they even give 
him memories 
of Rosaline. He 
also says th

Juliet says it to 
Romeo

Her only love is 
from her 
enemy, she 
does not know 
what is going to 
happen, but she 
already loves 
this boy.

a glove

he kind of 
forshadows that 
Romeo and 
Juliets fast 
marriage will 
not end well, as 
hes saying fast 
marriages 
stumble, but 
wise and slow 
last.

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

because she 
wont tell her the 
news that 
Romeo has 
gave her.
because she is 
tired, so Juliet 
gets even more 
mad, saying 
that the nurse is 
too old.

this is basically 
saying that their 
fast marriage 
will have a 
violent end, 
which ends up 
happening. the 
message of this 
passage is right 
in this line"
These violent 
delights have 
violent ends, 
that is what i 
think the 
passage of the 
story is.

10/13

5 Prince

Romeo appears 
to be gloomy at 
the beginning of 
Act 1 because 
he likes a girl 
that does not 
like him back. 

Capulet Nurse

The content of 
the statement is 
If I like I will look 
if it will move 
me. 

In Act 1 Scene 
4, Romeo is 
going on a date 
with Juliet and 
he is very 
nervous and 
fearful. 

Juliet to nurse.

Romeo, her 
love, is from 
someone she 
hates because 
their families 
are in a feud 
right now. 

a glove

Friar Lawrence 
says that 
Romeo is 
moving to fast 
with Juliet, he 
tells him to take 
it slow, take 
their time, and 
be wisely. Friar 
Lawrence 
explains that  
when you go 
fast you 
stumble.  

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

She is with 
Juliet and is 
saying rude 
things to other 
people and 
being loud. 

This 
foreshadows 
that Romeo and 
Juliet's delight, 
which is getting 
married, will 
have a violent 
ending. Friar 
Lawrence tells 
them that 
because of this 
they should love 
moderately. 

8/13

6 Prince

Romeo appears 
gloomy 
because 
Romeo is in 
love with 
Rosaline, but 
Rosaline 
doesn't love him 
back. Romeo 
becomes 
independent 
because of this.

Capulet Juliet

Juliet says this 
because she 
was just having 
a talk with Lady 
Capulet and 
Nurse about 
marriage. They 
had the talk 
because Lady 
Capulet wants 
Juliet to marry 
someone. 
When Juliet 
says "I'll look to 
like if looking 
liking move." it 
means that at 
the party that 
Capulet is  
throwing she 
will look for men 
that she would 
want to marry.

Romeo is 
saying that he is 
nervous about 
being in love 
with Juliet 
because they 
are enemies, 
but Romeo has 
fallen for he that 
he thinks this 
will not end well 
for him.

Tybalt to 
Capulet

That man she 
has fallen for is 
someone she 
should hate. 
And that she 
didn't notice it 
until it was to 
late.

None of the 
Above

Take it easy 
and and be 
careful because 
when you are in 
trouble you will 
have to run fast.

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

Because Nurse 
is asking her is 
this really what 
she wants and if 
thisis right for 
her family.

Friar is saying 
that these 
enemies will 
have a violent 
end but will love 
each other to 
that end.

7.5/13

8 Benvolio

Romeo is in 
love with a girl 
named 
Rosaline. 
However, 
Rosaline is not 
in love with him. 
Romeo is all 
hung over on 
her and is 
obsessing over 
something he 
wants but can 
never have, 
which makes 
him seemingly 
sad.

Capulet Juliet

When Juliet 
says this, she is 
saying to her 
mother;
'I won't force 
myself to like 
him (Paris) but 
if I like what I 
see at first, I'll 
venture further 
and try to find 
out if I like his 
personality.'

When Romeo 
says this, he is 
saying; 
'Fate has it that 
this day will 
bring forth my 
awful, bitter 
downfall as a 
person'

Mercutio to 
Benvolio

Juliet says this 
about Romeo- 
she means; 
'The only 
person whom I 
have ever lived 
has come from 
the only house 
that I am 
supposed hate! 
I fell in love with 
him before I 
even knew, and 
when I knew, it 
was too late!"

None of the 
Above

This is 
significant 
because it 
shows how 
those that rush 
into things 
*cough cough, 
Romeo and 
Juliet* will meet 
their dire ends 
much too 
soon... ( they 
both die young 
because of their 
impulsive 
desires)

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

The Nurse is 
just asking and 
fishing for 
attention- she is 
beating around 
the bush. This 
particular bush 
is the details of 
Juliet's 
marriage and 
one true love.. 
Juliet snaps at 
Nurse, saying 
that if the Nurse 
were younger 
Juliet would not 
have to wait 
around for the 
information to 
be delivered.

It foreshadows 
that Romeo and 
Juliet's 
impulsive love 
and actions will 
be their 
downfall. Friar 
Lawrence 
advises them to 
calm down and 
take a minute. 
Of course, they 
don't and as 
Friar Lawrence 
foreshadowed, 
there was a 
violent end.

10/13



2 Paris

Romeo is 
gloomy 
because he is 
deeply in love 
with rosaline 
and she does 
not return his 
love.

Capulet Juliet

Juliet means 
that she will 
look at Paris but 
only if by 
looking at him, 
she wants to 
like him and be 
his bride.

Romeo is 
saying that in 
his dream he 
saw 
consequences 
or bad events 
are going to 
happen. He is 
also saying that 
the Capulet 
party will be the 
start of the bad 
events. 

Capulet to 
Tybalt. 

Juliet is saying 
that she loves 
the one that her 
family hates 
and she fell in 
love with him 
before she 
knew he was 
Romeo. But 
now that she 
knows it is too 
late because 
she is already in 
love with him.  

None of the 
Above

Friar Lawrence 
is warning 
Romeo that 
those who so 
slowly are wise 
but those so go 
too fast stumble 
and fall. 

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

Juliet gets 
frustrated with 
Nurse because 
she is taking a 
long time to tell 
Juliet the news 
about her 
marriage. 
Instead, the 
nurse is whining 
about how 
much her leg 
hurts. 

He foreshadows 
that "Violent 
Delights" or 
Great delights 
have 
consequences. 
He is warning 
the couple to 
love each other 
moderately and 
then their love 
will last. 

9.5/13

10 Benvolio

Romeo appears 
gloomy in the 
beginning of Act 
1 because he 
was trying to 
look nice.

Lady Capulet Juliet

This means that 
she likes 
someone who 
likes the same 
thing as her.

Romeo fears 
that its to early 
to date 
someone and 
he said that he 
might make 
some mistakes 
along the way.

Juliet is saying 
that the one she 
loves is a 
enemy. 

a glove

This means that 
its smart to go 
slow and its 
dumb if they run 
fast.

to ask why he 
likes Juliet

Juliet is 
frustrated with 
Nurse because 
she was in pain.

This means that 
the way you 
guys got 
together was 
violent but at 
the end might 
be violent 
again.

3/13

15 Prince

Romeo appears 
to be gloomy in 
the beginning of 
Act 1 because 
he loves 
Rosaline but 
she doesn't love 
him back.

Capulet Juliet

Juliet means 
that she will try 
to like the 
person you 
speak of/Paris.

Romeo is 
saying that he is 
afraid that his 
dreams are 
false, and that 
ultimately 
something will 
soon happen to 
him, possibly 
his doom. 

Lady Capulet to 
Nurse

Juliet is saying 
that her only 
love, Romeo, is 
a Montague and 
they are her 
family's enemy. 
Therefore she 
can't love 
Romeo 
because he is a 
Montague.

the moon

What is 
significant about 
this line is Friar 
is saying to 
Romeo that it is 
better to take 
love slowly than 
to go to fast and 
struggle along 
the way.

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

Juliet gets 
frustrated with 
the Nurse 
because she is 
taking too long 
to get back 
home. Juliet is 
anxious to hear 
the Nurse's 
news about 
Romeo and 
their wedding 
but in her old 
age, she is 
taking too long.

What is 
significant about 
Friar's speech 
to Romeo and 
Juliet is he is 
foreshadowing 
the idea of how 
the play is a 
tragedy, and 
that this 
marriage and 
happy time will 
soon come to a 
sad and 
surprising end.

12/13

12 Prince

Romeo is 
gloomy at the 
beginning of act 
1 because their 
is a girl he likes 
called Rosaline 
and he has 
shown that he 
loves her but 
she has not 
returned it so 
Romeo is 
depressed 
because of this. 

Capulet Nurse

She is saying 
that she will 
look like she is 
looking at 
someone.

That he is 
worried about 
the party and he 
thinks that 
something bad 
will happen at 
the party that 
will lead to his 
death.

Capulet to 
Tybalt

That the 
Pearson she 
loves is an 
enemy of her 
family and she 
wished that she 
knew Romeo 
was a 
Montague so 
she would have 
never fallen in 
love with him.

the moon

He is saying 
that Romeo 
should take this 
Marriage wisely 
and slowly and 
it fore shadows 
that Romeo will 
probably take 
the marriage to 
fast and this will 
lead to his 
death. 

None of the 
Above

Juliet gets 
frustrated with 
the Nurse 
because she is 
anxious to hear 
the message 
that Romeo has 
sent her about 
their marriage.

Friar 
Lawrence's 
speech 
foreshadows 
that this play is 
a tragedy and 
this marriage 
will be the death 
of Romeo and 
juliet.

10/13



16 Benvolio

Romeo appears 
to be gloomy 
because he 
loves Rosaline 
very much but 
she does not 
love him back. 

Lady Capulet Juliet

Juliet say "I'll 
look to like if 
looking liking 
move" meaning 
I will look for a 
man but I may 
not like any of 
them and I am 
not in a rush. 
Juliet says this 
to her mother.

Romeo is 
saying, I am 
scared that this 
may be to early 
and there might 
be some 
problems up 
ahead and 
should know 
before the day 
arises. 

Benvolio

Juliet is trying to 
say that her 
love is someone 
who her family 
hates and is her 
enemy. It is too 
early for her to 
love him and 
doesn't want to 
love him when it 
is too late. 

None of the 
Above

It is significant 
because Friar 
Lawrence is 
telling Romeo 
that people who 
take things slow 
are wiser and if 
they go to fast, 
usually the 
marriage or the 
love falls apart. 
This is also kind 
of 
foreshadowing 
events. 

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

Juliet gets 
frustrated with 
the Nurse 
because she is 
in pain and she 
is tired and the 
Nurse is 
insisting on 
talking to Juliet 
about her 
marriage when 
she is hurting 
and very tired. 
She gets upset 
with the Nurse 
because she 
won't stop 
talking to her. 

This speech 
foreshadows 
and/or 
highlights the 
play's message
(s) because 
everyone knows 
that Juliet dies, 
so when he 
says that the 
violent delights 
have violent 
ends shows 
foreshadowing 
to when Juliet 
dies. Then Friar 
says to love 
moderately with 
Juliet. And he 
also says that 
these things 
arrive very 
quickly and they 
will leave if you 
are to slow to 
make things 
happen. 

8.5/13

18 Prince

Romeo is 
gloomy in the 
beginning of act 
one because a 
girl he likes, 
named Rosaline 
does not like 
him back in 
return. 

Capulet Juliet

This character 
means that they 
will look to like 
someone, if the 
two words swap 
and they are 
saying I like 
someone so I 
will look at 
them.

Here Romeo is 
saying at the 
party that 
something there 
will make him 
die and face 
very bad 
consequences.

Capulet

Juliet is saying 
that her true 
love is hate or 
the enemy, so 
she may be to 
late and her 
may not love 
her back.

an angel

The significance 
of him saying 
this is that he is 
saying to 
Romeo to take 
his and Juliet's 
relationship 
slow, and to 
keep it wise and 
not rush it.

to ask why he 
likes Juliet

Juliet is 
frustrated with 
nurse because 
she went to see 
Romeo without 
telling her that 
she was going, 
and telling her 
what she was 
going to do 
there.

Friar 
Lawrence's 
speech 
foreshadows/hi
ghlights the 
plays message 
because is says 
"These violent 
delights have 
violent ends." 
Or in other 
words that all 
good things 
must come to 
an end or bad 
end, so be 
careful. 
Therefore he 
was right in 
saying that it 
might have a 
bad end which 
is correct. 
Therefore he 
foreshadows 
the future by 
saying that.

9.5/13



11 Prince

Romeo appears 
to be gloomy at 
the beginning of 
Act 1 because 
Rosaline, the 
girl he loves, 
does not love 
him back. This 
makes him very 
depressed.

Capulet Juliet

What Juliet 
means by, "I'll 
look to like if 
looking liking 
move," is that 
she'll look at 
Paris and will 
try to find 
something she'll 
like about him. 
This is because 
her parents 
want her to 
marry him.

What Romeo 
means by, "I 
fear too early, 
for my mind 
misgives/ Some 
consequence 
hanging in the 
stars/ Shall 
bitterly begin his 
fearful date,
is that Romeo 
has hope that 
Rosaline will 
love him, 
despite what 
Mercutio tells 
him about 
dreams and 
how they are 
fake. 

Capulet says 
this to Tybalt

What Juliet 
means by, "my 
only love 
sprung from my 
only hate! Too 
early seen 
unknown, and 
known too 
late!", in Act 1, 
Scene 5, is that 
the person she 
loves is also the 
enemy. Romeo 
is a Montague, 
while Juliet is a 
Capulet. They 
cannot love 
each other, 
because of their 
family feud. She 
also saying that 
she should 
have known 
Romeo was a 
Montague 
earlier so this 
wouldn't have 
happened. 

the moon

The significance 
about Friar 
Lawrence's line, 
"go wisely and 
slow. They 
stumble that run 
fast." He is 
telling Romeo 
not to rush with 
Juliet because 
those who go to 
fast always 
mess up and 
something bad 
happens. 
Romeo always 
falls in love fast, 
and this is 
almost 
foreshadowing 
his fate. 

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

In Act 2, Scene 
5, Juliet gets 
frustrated with 
the Nurse is 
that because 
she takes really 
long to deliver 
the message to 
Romeo, and 
Juliet is very 
impatient. When 
she finally gets 
back, Juliet is 
frustrated 
because the 
Nurse is winded 
and can barley 
get the words 
out. 

The significance 
about Friar 
Lawrence's 
speech to 
Romeo and 
Juliet is that he 
is telling them to 
not love 
"violently" or to 
quickly and 
rough. He is 
telling them to 
take it at a more 
slower pace. If 
you love to 
violently and 
quickly the end 
will be just the 
same. This is 
foreshadowing 
the tragedy of 
their romance, 
and it also 
teaches a 
lesson to take 
this things slow 
and not rush 
with love.
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19 Prince

He appears 
gloomy 
because he 
loves this girl, 
Rosaline, but 
she doesn't love 
him back. 
Making him sad 
and gloomy at 
the beginning of 
Act 1. 

Capulet Juliet

What Juliet 
means is she'll 
look at him and 
see if she likes 
him, if it's worth 
it. In this 
statement, the 
person she's 
talking about 
whom she'll 
look at is Paris. 
So, she is 
saying, I'll look 
at Paris, but 
only if he's 
worth a look. 

I fear that some 
bad things shall 
begin this feast/ 
party. 

Tybolt to 
Romeo at the 
party.

At this point, 
she's just meet 
Romeo and 
Nurse comes 
backs and says 
he's a 
Montague. So 
what she 
means by, "My 
only love 
sprung from my 
only hate," is 
the one person 
she loves, 
happens to be 
part of a family 
she hates. And 
the final part, 
"Too early seen 
unknown, and 
known too late," 
is that Romeo 
wasn't seen as 
anything bad at 
the beginning, 
but when she 
knew who he 
was it was too 
late. 

None of the 
Above

It shows how 
fast things (like 
Romeo's and 
Juliet's 
marriage) 
stumble (fall/ 
end negatively). 
So he's 
foreshadowing 
their death, their 
marriage being 
to quick made 
them stumble 
(and, in this 
case, causing 
them to die). 

None of the 
Above

She gets 
frustrated with 
Nurse because 
Nurse is acting 
slowly and is 
"catching her 
breath" at the 
time. Juliet asks 
for what he 
says, and she 
asks for a 
minute to rest. 
She is also late 
returning back 
with Peter. 

It foreshadows 
their death. This 
is because their 
marriage/ 
"violent 
delights", will 
end horribly/ 
"have violent 
ends". Also, 
their marriage 
was so quick/ 
"to swift", which 
might lead to 
negative things/ 
"arrives as tardy 
as too slow." 
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17 Prince

Romeo is 
gloomy at the 
beginning of Act 
one because 
Rosaline 
doesn't love him 
back. 

Capulet Juliet

That means that 
Juliet won't look 
to like someone 
unless she 
actually likes 
them. Basically 
Juliet isn't going 
to try to find 
someone to like 
but if she sees 
someone she 
does like she 
will go and like 
them.

Romeo fears 
that marring 
Juliet is bad and 
that their can be 
consequences, 
and now he is 
about to begin 
his risky path 
with Juliet the 
Capulet.

Juliet says it to 
Romeo

Juliet is saying 
that the only 
person she 
loves, Romeo, 
is from the only 
family her family 
hates the 
Montague's. 
Also she is 
saying if she 
knew Romeo 
was a 
Montague she 
wouldn't of 
talked to him. 
But since she 
learned after 
she and Romeo 
talked it is too 
late to turn 
back.

a glove

This is 
significant 
because it 
foreshadows 
what will 
happen. It is 
saying if Romeo 
and Juliet go to 
fast they will fall 
and it won't be 
good. But if they 
take their time 
they will be 
more wise and 
end out just 
fine. This line is 
also 
foreshadowing 
what will 
happen to 
Romeo and 
Juliet.

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

Juliet get 
frustrated with 
the Nurse 
because Juliet 
is waiting for a 
response from 
the nurse if she 
will marry 
Romeo or not 
but the nurse 
was acting old 
and very slow. 
Basically the 
nurse wasn't 
getting to the 
point and 
dragging out 
her response 
and Juliet was 
mad because 
she wanted to 
know the 
answer right 
away.

Friar 
Lawrence's 
speech is 
saying that your 
happy now but 
you'll soon have 
a violent 
ending, so love 
at a good pace 
and don't go to 
fast. Then he 
said don't go to 
fast but don't go 
way to slow. 
This is 
foreshadowing 
what will 
happen 
because at the 
end we know 
Romeo and 
Juliet die so it is 
foreshadowing 
that they went 
to fast in 
marriage and 
led to their 
deaths.
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13 Prince

Romeo appears 
gloomy at the 
beginning of Act 
1 because he is 
in love with this 
girl named 
Rosaline. 
Although 
Romeo loves 
her, she doesn't 
love him back. 
Since she 
doesn't love him 
he had become 
sad and not 
been his usual 
self. 

Capulet Juliet

Juliet means 
that she will 
examine Paris 
and will try to 
find something 
she likes about 
him. She will try 
to see if Paris is 
worth her love. 

Romeo is 
saying that he 
had a dream 
that said 
something at 
this party will 
lead to his down 
fall. But he will 
go any way 
because he 
wants to make 
his friends 
happy. Romeo 
still didn't want 
to go to the 
party. 

Capulet to 
Tybult 

Juliet is saying 
that the only 
person she ever 
learned to love 
was one of her 
enemies. (She 
learned to love 
Romeo who is 
the son of 
Montague 
making him her 
enemy).  She 
didn't know who 
he was but she 
had fallen in 
love with him 
early on. But, 
once she found 
out his true 
identity it was to 
late to turn back 
because she 
had fallen in 
love with him. 

a glove

The significance 
is that Friar 
Lawrence told 
Romeo to take 
things slowly 
and get to know 
each other. 
because when 
people fall in 
love with each 
other quickly 
could run into 
problems fast. 
This quote is 
foreshadowing 
that something 
bad will happen 
between the 
two of them, 
because they 
didn't take 
things slow. It is 
showing that 
Romeo and 
Juliet may have 
had a chance to 
change their 
fate if they 
listened to his 
advice, but they 
didn't. So, them 
not listening  to 
Friar's advice, 
was one of the 
causes of their 
down fall. 

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

Juliet gets 
frustrated with 
the nurse 
because she 
wanted to know 
the information 
about her 
wedding but the 
nurse was 
taking a long 
time to tell her. 
The nurse kept 
talking about 
how tired and 
sore she was. 
Juliet just 
wanted to know 
where her 
wedding was 
taking place, 
what time, and 
if they could 
even get 
married.  

The significance 
is that it is 
showing how 
Romeo and 
Juliet's 
ignorance 
effected their 
fate. If they took 
the time to get 
to know each 
other  and took 
things slow their 
fate may have 
not been the 
same. Since 
they fell in love 
with each other 
so fast their fate 
was determined 
because they 
loved each 
other so 
violently. Since 
they loved so 
violently their 
downfall would 
be violent. 
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20 Benvolio

Romeo Appears 
to be gloomy in 
scene one 
because he is in 
love with 
Rosaline and he 
cant get his 
mind off of her.

Nurse Juliet

They look for a 
person to like 
and that once 
they find that 
person they will 
know. 

Romeo is 
saying that it is 
not to early for 
them to get 
married. that 
they should do 
it sooner that 
later.

Romeo to 
Mercutio

she is unsure 
that she should 
get married so 
early and that 
they should 
wait.

a glove

It is significant 
because he 
says maybe it is 
better to wait 
and to think 
about it more 
than just to get 
married so 
quickly.

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

Because she 
keeps talking to 
romeo about 
there marriage 
which 
embarrasses 
her.

The speech that 
Friar Lawrence 
says to romeo 
an Juliet 
foreshadows 
the play 
because they 
take things 
super fast and 
how this relates 
to the play.
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14 Prince

Romeo appears 
gloomy in the 
beginning of Act 
1 because he 
loves a girl 
named 
Rosaline, who 
doesn't love him 
back.

Capulet Juliet

She means that 
she'll look at 
Paris at the 
party to see if 
she likes the 
way he moves, 
acts and talks. 
She's says this 
because her 
mother wants 
her to marry 
Paris, and Juliet 
wants to 
respect her 
mothers opinion 
but she doesn't 
know she like 
Paris until she 
sees him.

He says that he 
fears that it's 
too early for him 
to love a girl this 
quick. He feels 
like his mind 
misgives 
information that 
is wrong about 
something that 
is dangerous. 
He also feels 
like the 
consequence 
for loving Juliet 
is too high, he 
could be killed 
by the Capulet 
guards if he's 
caught. He also 
feels bitter, or 
not good on this 
fearful date of 
time. 

Romeo to 
Benvolio

Juliet is saying 
that the only 
person she truly 
loves is Romeo, 
and since 
Romeo is a 
Montague, she 
must hate him. 
She knows that 
their families 
are warring, and 
they should 
hate each other. 
She feels like 
she found out 
too early that he 
was a 
Montague, and 
that it's too late 
to change her 
knowledge 
about him. 

None of the 
Above

Friar Lawrence 
says that 
Romeo should 
go slower in life 
and he will end 
up more wise. 
He also says 
that the people 
who take things 
too fast usually 
stumble, or fail 
in life. 

to find out the 
plan for Romeo 
and Juliet's 
marriage

In Act 2, scene 
5, Juliet gets 
frustrated with 
the Nurse 
because she 
wont tell Juliet 
the plan about 
the marriage. 
The Nurse acts 
dramatic about 
her leg and she 
is just wanting 
of Juliet's 
attention. 
 

Friar 
Lawrence's 
speech about 
Romeo and 
Juliet's 
marriage 
foreshadows 
their tragic 
doom at the 
end. "These 
violent delights 
have violent 
ends" this 
shows that their 
lovely marriage 
with have a 
violent end. 
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